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the avengers: age of ultron is finally here. as is to be expected, this superhero flick is pretty
massive. here are some comparisons made by arrow star stephen amell in a recent interview.
the avengers: age of ultron (2016) avengers: age of ultron (2012) the wolverine (2013) the dark
knight rises (2012) the incredible hulk (2008) iron man 3 (2013) avengers (2012) imdb link the
trailer spoilers.. as a self-professed huge superhero fan, it would be safe to say that i'm
reasonably interested in this film. with that out of the way, i can officially say that this review is
going to be the first of many scathing reviews of superhero movies that i write this year. tickets
for "the angry birds movie" are on sale at participating theaters nationwide beginning tomorrow.
consumers have the choice of three gift cards for $25, $50 or $75. apple has priced the service
at 99 cents for unlimited access to the movie. a theater ticket is $6. "the angry birds movie" is
distributed by warner bros. meanwhile, video game and entertainment company rovio is selling
the film in over 3,000 theaters nationwide for the retail price of $28.99. with the first trailer out,
the exciting speculation is coming to a head. after weeks of waiting, the opening day of the 2016
summer season is almost upon us. here are the top 10 films to open in north america (domestic)
for the period between may 4 and june 2, 2016.
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red's name is a reference to the red bird, which, in turn,
is named after the legendary mythological hero from
aeschylus' prometheus bound play. red's character
design has the background for his red feathers mainly
because they gave him the color of a pop-art shade of
orange, but also because the color red (as well as yellow)
is a symbol of wisdom and strength for many chinese
people. when red and the rest of the birds are enjoying
their vacation, they are drawn to a movie about a bird
that visits the moon. the bird, his name is piggie, is eager
to return to the earth and finds all the animals on the
moon friendly. all of red's family members are either part
of the royal family of bird island or have strong affection
for him. his mother is queen thorn, who is the rightful
ruler of bird island and the mentor of all of red's family
members. red's father and many of his uncles are the 12
bird lords, who governed the red flock until chuck was
crowned king. red's elder half-brother was a prince until
one day when he was kidnapped by zeta as an infant and
was left at a goose farm with other children with the
intention of making them like zeta. however, he was
rescued by a flock of birds, who returned him to his
foster mother and eventually to red. his brother blu is the
crown prince of bird island, who came to live with the red
flock when he was a young child after the 12 lords were
killed and their crowns taken by zeta, and he is one of
red's closest friends. red's younger half-brother phineas
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is a less gentle yellow bird, and was the result of a
relationship between his mother and one of the 12 bird
lords. despite being older than phineas, red took care of
him like a mother. phineas is shown to have a strong fear
of heights, and this led to red to teach him to fly.
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